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In God we trust, all others must bring data

Popular saying in the food industry
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Without data, you’re just another 
person with an opinion.
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Abstract

Design of Experiment in Aseptic System Development (Fredrik Hansen)
In Tetra Pak, each technological process of importance for the Aseptic System, undergoes three 
distinct steps of development: Process Characterisation, Definition and Validation. 
In Process Characterisation, the factors influencing the outcome of the process need to be 
understood and described. Experimenting one factor at a time might lead to missing important 
interactions. Design of Experiment is a structured approach to determine the effect of factors 
and interactions. 
The basics of Design of Experiment in Process Characterisation will be discussed and 
exemplified.
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Topics

► Design of Experiment in Aseptic System Development (Fredrik Hansen)
− Process Characterisation, Definition and Validation

− Experimenting one factor at a time – missing interactions

− DoE theory
− Robust design theory

− PM sterilisation in deep bath (+UV) example (ECOR rig)

− Difficulties and caveats, interaction

− Asking the right questions
− Correlation does not mean causality

− Selecting factors – don’t mix up “buttons” and factors

− Operational knowledge imperative

− Events!
− Observational data (from database); things may have changed

− Non-linearity
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Process Characterisation, Definition and Validation

In Tetra Pak, each technological process of importance for the Aseptic 
System, undergoes three distinct steps of development:
► Process Characterisation

Determine which factors influence the process output and how the 
process output responds to those influencing factors.

► Process Definition
Define a set of values and tolerances for the influencing factors, 
which produce a pre-specified, desirable process output. 

► Process Validation
Demonstrate that the process, as established in the process 
definition phase, is capable of delivering the expected output.
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Design of Experiment

Robust Design

Apply the Knowledge
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Experimenting One Factor at a Time (OFAT)

Plant growth: 
Water increases growth to a point then leads to root-rot. 
Fertilizer increases growth to a point then leads to burned roots
Interactions: Too much water washes fertilizer away 

Hydrogen peroxide bath sterilisation
Higher temperature increases killing, 
Longer time increases killing, but leads to edge wicking
Packaging material cools hydrogen peroxide at higher speeds
High packaging material speeds and high temperature lead to high 
consumption
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Design of Experiment Example

Weighing Milk Packages
We have a balance scale, associated with
some random error.
We need to assess the weights of two 
high-quality packages.
We want to minimise the number of trials
and the inaccuracy of the estimate.
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Design of Experiment Example

Weighing Milk Packages
The natural approach is to weigh the packages one by one:
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Design of Experiment Example

Weighing Milk Packages
It is better to measure the sum of the weights and the difference of the 
weights. Standard deviation is reduced from σ to !

"
.
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Calculating the Standard Deviation

X = difference in weight of packages (A + B)
Y = weight of sum of packages (A - B)
Standard deviation of measurement system is σ
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The Rationale of DOE

This is what DOE is about: To plan the experiment in such a way that 
we will get as much information as possible out of as few runs as 
possible.

Factorial designs play a key role in DOE.
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Experimenting one factor at a time is the natural way to most people.
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Experimenting One Factor at a Time (OFAT)
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Experimenting One Factor at a Time (OFAT)

Experimenting one factor at a time is the natural way to most people.
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Factorial Design of Experiment

With some thinking, we may gain more knowledge from the same 
number of tests.
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Factorial Design of Experiment
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► First, we assessed the effect of increasing 
Factor B at one level of Factor A

► It is better to measure the average
effect ¼ ((12+6)-(2+4))

► If the effect of increasing a factor depends 
on the other factor, we have identified an 
interaction effect

► We may create a mathematical model to 
describe the system:

𝑌 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝐶-𝑋- + 𝐶/𝑋/ + 𝐶-/𝑋-/ + ε

𝑌 = 6 + 𝑋- + 3𝑋/ + 2𝑋-/ + 𝜀
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Factorial Designs Advantage
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Interactions can be detected
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Comparing Experimenting One Factor at a Time (OFAT)
and Design of Experiment

Experimenting One Factor at a Time:
► More runs for the same precision in effect estimation
► Cannot estimate interactions
► Can miss optimal settings of factors

Design of Experiment:
► Better precision in effect estimation
► Factor interactions assessed
► Quantified effect of factors allows informed 

business decisions whether to spend more 
money to achieve the higher result
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Quick Introduction to 
Tools for Factorial Experiments
Factor Effects Plot
Interaction Effects Plot
Residual Plots
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Statistics Tools: Factor Effect Plots

A factor effect plot gives a graphical view of the size of 
an effect.
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Statistics Tools: Interaction Plots
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Here there are interactions!
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Residual Plots

► Residuals are 
the difference 
between 
measured and 
predicted values

► It may be very 
useful to review 
the residual 
plots in order to 
detect non-
random errors 
in prediction
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Experimenting One Factor at a Time (OFAT)

Example: Hydrogen peroxide + UV for packaging sterilisation
More UV is better, but no increase after 4 LCR
Higher hydrogen peroxide concentration is better
More hydrogen peroxide is better
Interactions:
Hydrogen peroxide absorbs UV. Too much H2O2 leads to no interaction
More UV has no effect. A few mJ/cm2 is sufficient

Conclusion:
One factor at a time might lead to missed opportunities for optimisation
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Randomisation

► Response might be affected by factors not considered in the test. 
E.g.:
− Equipment getting warmer during the test series
− Change in relative humidity in environment
− Etc…

► In order to avoid that conclusions are affected by uncontrolled and 
often unknown variation, the order of testing should preferably be 
randomized
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Variation is the Enemy of Quality
W. Edwards Deming
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Uncontrolled Variation is the Enemy of Quality
W. Edwards Deming
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Variation can be handled in different ways:
1. Do not bother. Leave the problem to the 

customer / consumer.
2. Disguise, mask the variation
3. Sort away units that are out-of-spec
4. Control, e.g. by using SPC
5. Remove/reduce sources of variation, e.g. 

by tightening tolerances
6. Feedback control system, e.g. PID regulation
7. Robust design

Management of Variation

MA,FH/2012-06-27 / 28
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Robust Design

► In Robust Design, factors are divided in two groups:
− Noise factors that can be controlled during test, but cannot be controlled in the 

intended application (environmental conditions, customer behaviour etc)
− Control factors where the engineer may decide the level

► The goal is to find a setting of control factor levels so that the 
response is insensitive to the value taken by the noise factors.

► Do it early to influence the design
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Robust Design

► In robust design, we exploit interactions between control and noise 
factors to accomplish robustness against noise. 

► In the figure, we can see that there is an interaction between control 
factor A and noise factor B, and that we by selecting the control factor 
at level -1 will get a design which is insensitive to the level of noise 
factor B.
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Robust Design

► In robust design, we exploit interactions between control and noise 
factors to accomplish robustness against noise. 

► In the figure, we can see that there is an interaction between control 
factor A and noise factor B, and that we by selecting the control factor 
at low level will get a design which is insensitive to the level of noise 
factor B.
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Transforming

► Non-additive relationships
− Multiplicative may be log-transformed to create an additive model

► Achieving linearity
► Response should be any real number
► Equal variance and normal probability distribution
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What you need to succeed

► Expert scientific and engineering knowledge
► Expert knowledge of statistical methods
► Effective communication among those experts 
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Design of Experiment
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Caution – Common Failures

► Missing understanding of scientific and 
engineering principles in the system

► Missing factors
► Experiments on system level may lead to other noise obscuring 

effects of interest – Better to focus on details
► Measurement errors/uncertainties leading to wrong conclusions
► Lack of capability to analyze the data
► Too large experiment – rather use an iterative approach

FH/2018-02-26 / 34
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Caution – Common Failures

► Missing understanding of scientific and 
engineering principles in the system

► Experiments on system level may lead 
to other noise obscuring effects of 
interest – Better to focus on details

► Too large experiment – rather use an 
iterative approach

► Measurement errors/uncertainties 
preventing conclusions

► Lack of capability to analyze the data
► Missing communication between 

scientist and statistician
FH/2018-02-26 / 35
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Caution – Common Failures

► Missing understanding of scientific and 
engineering principles in the system

► Missing factors
► Missing communication regarding test 

conditions
► Experiments on system level may lead to 

other noise obscuring effects of interest –
Better to focus on details

► Too large experiment – rather use an iterative 
approach

► Measurement errors/uncertainties leading to 
no or wrong conclusions

FH/2018-02-26 / 36

► i/v, should use log
► Storks and childbirth in Germany led to the 

wrong conclusions , or no conclusion
► Analyst not informed about details of test, 

Simpson’s paradox
► Measuring packaging material sterilisation by 

sterile output - Experimenting on filling 
machines

► 0/3000, residues test not capable to 
distinguish low levels
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Missing Understanding of the Scientific Principles

► In Oldenburg, northern 
Germany, a strong correlation 
between number of stork pairs 
and number of born children 
was observed during the 
1930s.  
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Simpson’s Paradox

FH/2018-02-26 / 38

► Found decreasing LCR with 
increasing temperature

Temperature

LCR
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Simpson’s Paradox
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► With information that these were 
three different groups of data (e.g
different strains), the conclusion 
changes.

► Found increasing LCR with 
increasing temperature

Temperature

LCR
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Correlation Does Not Mean Causation

FH/2018-02-26 / 40



Design of Experiment 
Example: eBeam Sterilization 
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Context: Development of the eBeam Sterilization System

► eBeam has been of interest to Tetra Pak for decades 
► Recent advances in technology have enabled cost-efficient 

production of eBeam emitters
► We wanted to apply eBeam in our new E3 filling machine systems, 

allowing capacities up to 40,000 packages per hour
► Here is one example from Process Characterisation
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Scope of this eBeam Sterilization Study

► Understand how environmental 
factors affect the dose delivered 
to the packaging material

► Quantify the magnitude of the 
effects of those factors

► This study concerns the air gap 
between emission window and 
packaging material

FH/2018-02-26
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Design of Experiments: Full Factorial

► Response parameter: Dose in first 
micrometer of packaging material

► Our technology specialists selected 5 factors 
to study in this Design of Experiment, with 
the following levels:

1. Emitter to packaging material distance:  
11 and 17 mm

2. Acceleration voltage: 70 and 80 kV
3. Electron current divided by web speed: 

6, 10, 30 and 50 mA/(m/s)
4. Air temperature: ambient and 70°C
5. Air flow: nominal and reduced

► 384 partly randomized dose measurements 
performed FH/2018-02-26
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Dµ
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DOE Results - eBeam Sterilization, Factor Effects

FH/2018-02-26

Distance 
from 

material

Acceleration 
voltage

Current/ 
Speed

Air inlet  
temperature Air flow

Main Effects Plot for Dose Remarks:
• As expected, the 

main effect is 
current per web 
speed

• The distance from 
material and 
acceleration voltage 
effects are 
quantified

• Some impact from 
air temperature and 
flow
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DOE Results – eBeam Sterilization Interaction Plot
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Remarks:
• Some interaction 

effects statistically 
significant but small

Interactions Plot for Dose
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Conclusions – eBeam Sterilization 

► Relevant effects were quantified.
► Effect of air flow and temperature is measurable, but small
► We had data at hand to decide whether to improve control of air flow 

and temperature (at a cost) or handle it another way (e.g. increase 
current to guarantee dose regardless of flow and temperature)

► We can now determine a function for the

𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 = 𝑓 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 ∗
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑊𝑒𝑏	𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑	
with known error.
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Robust Design Example: 
Hydrogen Peroxide 
Evaporation
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Context: Development of the Tetra Pak A6 Filling and 
Packaging Machine

► Starting from the middle of last century, Tetra Pak has tried many 
different means of hydrogen peroxide vapour generation

► There have been various learnings along the way…
− Droplets
− Residuals of stabilisers
− Gas bubbles
− Decomposition (and explosions)

► With the development of the A6 filling machine, we wanted to make 
use of our learnings and take the process control to a new level

► An identified risk for nozzle defects triggered a study aimed at 
making the gas quality and concentration robust against variations in 
the nozzle geometry
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Hydrogen Peroxide Reference Evaporator Rig
with Optical Access “Optigas”

FH/2018-02-26

► Full-scale Tetra Pak® A6 evaporator operating in full 
production settings (flows, temperature, concentration etc.)

Spray	nozzle

Evaporator

Sample	
chamber

Optical	
access
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Factors selected

FH/2018-02-26

concentration

PDI
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Low level High level
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Measurements are Important!
Aerosol monitoring in Reference Evaporation Rig
Laser diagnostics

Center point Corner point
H2O2 Injection rate: + 20%
Atomizing air:  - 20%

Image post-processed.
Binary image.
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Droplet Diagnostics using PDI
PDI: Phase Doppler Interferometry

LasersReceiver

Evaporator

Traverse	
system

► Put the spray nozzle in its proper environment!
− Inside a fully operating spray evaporator
− H2O2
− State-of-art measurements
− Droplet size and velocity
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Virtual spray model
Physics in a spray evaporator

HS/050913

Every second:
2500 000 000 droplets

Coalesence/ Collision

Turbulence

Vaporization

Heating/cooling

break-up

Multicomponent

Wall interaction 

New challenging physics to be
included in virtual spray model  
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Results: Gas Generation Robust Design Study

§ Linear increase of 
gas concentration 
with H2O2 injection 
rate.
§ Small influence of 
nozzle deviation.
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Gas Concentration
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Results: Gas Generation Robust Design Study
Gas Quality: Number of aerosols

§Gas quality influenced 
by injection rate and 
atomizing air
§Manifold temperature 
and nozzle defect not 
significant for number 
of aerosols
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Results: Gas Generation Robust Design Study
Gas Quality: Number of aerosols

The fitted model (R2=97.5%) 
predicts a non-significant 
influence of manifold 
temperature and nozzle 
deviation on the number of 
aerosols.
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► Not many significant 
interactions 

► If we want the gas 
concentration
robust towards 
nozzle defects, 
we should set a 
medium-high 
manifold temperature

Results: Gas Generation Robust Design Study
Nozzle Defect Interactions: Gas concentration
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Conclusion Related to the Tetra Pak A6 Filling and 
Packaging Machine

► Based on the knowledge gained in the robust design study, we could 
determine:
− The manifold inlet temperature should not be set too low
− With the higher manifold temperature, the risk of issues due to nozzle defects is 

minimal
− This study, and others like it, has given us great confidence in the A6 evaporation 

system 
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Most good experiments lead to another experiment

Popular saying among scientists


